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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 9628 3.6 1.1 6 59.8 100
2 9632 2.3 1.5 7 32.7 100
3 9627 1.6 1.1 5 31.9 100
4 9572 2.3 1.9 6 39.1 99.4
5 9622 1.8 1.3 6 30.1 99.9
6 9449 0.7 0.9 5 14.1 98.1
7 9625 2.2 1.5 7 32.1 99.9
8 9619 3.2 1.4 5 63.7 99.9
9 9594 2 1.5 7 28.7 99.6

10 9476 2.4 1.9 6 39.8 98.4
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

Excellent top band answer with the candidate including all the points of the indicative content in their answer. 6 marks



Sticky Note

Total = 6 marks












Sticky Note

Common error made here in assuming that bananas containing pesticides are being eaten rather than the insecticide entering the water/river.Candidate is aware of bioaccumulation and of the pesticide reaching toxic levels in the caiman but refers to the death of the caiman rather than the effect the pesticide has on its fertility. 2 marks



Sticky Note

Correct reference to identical genetic code. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Correct reference to no variation and no resistance to fungi. 2 marks



Sticky Note

Total = 5 marks
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Question 
Number 


FT HT Sub-section Mark Answer Accept Neutral answer Do not accept 


9 (a) 2 25  25 = 625 


4 = 2 500 
Answer  = 1 in 2 500 or 1/2500 or 1:2500 or 0.04% 
or 0.0004 or 4 x 10-4; 
Correct answer = 2 marks 
Incorrect answer but evidence of correct working = 1 
mark 


(b) 1 They produce {increased / more/ build up/ thick} 
mucus; 


Sticky mucus Too much 
mucus 


(c) 1 Healthy lungs have donor’s {allele/ genes} / do not 
have cf {allele/ gene} /they are not nn; 


They have 
dominant/ normal 
alleles 


(d) (i) 1 Use of inhaler / they are inhaled/ they are breathed 
in; 


Asthma type 
inhaler 


virus Asthma inhaler 


(ii) 1 Lung cells with introduced alleles wear out and are 
replaced by cells with cf allele / owtte; 


(e) 1 To check there are no side effects / check there are 
no long term (harmful) effects; 


To check that it is 
safe 


Total Mark 6 








Sticky Note

Quite a good answer and definitely middle band. What prevents the answer being top band is that the candidate is implying that the cockroaches are eating the insecticide and surviving - this implies resistance which is not the case. The candidate hasn't quite got the fact that the cockroaches are no longer attracted to the sugar which is laced with insecticide. 4 marks



Sticky Note

Total = 4 marks








Sticky Note

Correct calculation = 2 marks



Sticky Note

Thick mucus correct. 1 mark



Sticky Note

lack of cystic fibrosis alleles = 1 mark







Sticky Note

no side effects. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Reference to inhaled into lungs. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Contains reference to genes causing cystic fibrosis. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Total = 7 marks
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Sticky Note

Answer should begin with pesticide entering the water/river - no mention of this here. The candidate gains the mark for build up/bioaccumulation of pesticide and for the fact it reaches toxic levels in the top predator. But, candidates should realise that this toxicity has its effect of the fertility of the top predator and not in causing its death. 2 marks



Sticky Note

Answer must make reference to variation and to the lack of resistance to the fungus. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Same genes awarded the mark although genetically identical would have been better. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Total = 3 marks
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Question 
Number 


FT HT Sub-section Mark Answer Accept Neutral answer Do not accept 


7 (a) 1 Genetically identical/ {identical / same} {genes / 


alleles/ genomes / DNA/ genetic code/ genotype/ 


genetic makeup}; 


(b) 2 Cannot show variation; 


So cannot have types resistant to the fungi; 


They are all 


the same 


immune 


(c) 4  Pesticides enter {rivers/water};


 Bioaccumulation/ {build up/ accumulate} in


food chain/ OWTTE;


 Pesticide reaches toxic {concentration /


level/ amount}/ OWTTE Answer must be in


context of food chain;


 Reduces fertility / prevents {reproduction /


egg laying} in Caiman;


Total Mark 7 
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9. The family tree shows how two parents, heterozygous for the cystic fibrosis allele, have a 1 in 4
chance of having a child who has cystic fibrosis.


Nn Nn


Nn Nn nnNN


Key:


N = the normal allele              n = the cystic fibrosis allele              nn = child with cystic fibrosis


 (a) It is estimated, that one person in 25 in the population of the United Kingdom is 
heterozygous for the cystic fibrosis allele. Therefore the probability of both parents being 
heterozygous for the cystic fibrosis allele in the population of the United Kingdom is:


×1
25


1
25


(1 in 25 × 1 in 25)


 If one in 4 of their children is nn, calculate the probability of a person having cystic fibrosis 
in the population of the United Kingdom.


 Show your working: [2]


probability = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


(b) State how cystic fibrosis affects the lungs. [1]


 (c) People with cystic fibrosis may be given a lung transplant. Give a reason why the  
transplanted lungs would not produce the symptoms of cystic fibrosis. [1]







(4461-02-R1) Turn over.
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(d) (i) Gene therapy has been used to treat the symptoms of cystic fibrosis. 


State how lung cells are targeted with normal alleles. [1]


(ii) Suggest why this type of gene therapy would have to be regularly repeated. [1]


 (e) It took more than 20 years between the first research into this type of gene therapy and 
its final approval by the European Union. Suggest why this time was needed for detailed 
testing. [1]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


7
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Sticky Note

Correct calculation. 2 marks



Sticky Note

Mark awarded for thick mucus. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Reference to normal allele was accepted. 1 mark







Sticky Note

Reference is required to lung cells, with the introduced alleles, wearing out and being replaced by cells with the cystic fibrosis allele. This answer is not clear enough to be awarded the mark. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Using an asthma pump is incorrect. Using an asthma type pump/inhaler would have gained credit. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Mark awarded for unseen side effects. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Total = 5 marks
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Sticky Note

Variations was accepted. No mention of fungi in the answer but disease is in the question. 1 mark



Sticky Note

No reference is made to the pesticide entering the water/river and therefore this is the only mark lost. 3 marks



Sticky Note

Identical genes = 1mark



Sticky Note

Total = 5 marks








Sticky Note

Very limited answer which places the response in the lower band. No reference is made to which gene mutates - the gene which makes the cockroaches attracted to sugar. Neither is variation mentioned. 2 marks



Sticky Note

Total = 2 marks
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10. Cockroaches are pests which spoil food and spread disease. They have a gene which makes
them attracted to sugar. In the 1980s pest controllers used a mixture of insecticide and sugar as
a means of pest control. The sugar attracted the cockroaches and the insecticide killed them.
In the 1990s certain populations of cockroaches had changed so that they were no longer
attracted to sugar. The insecticide was still lethal but the cockroaches avoided eating it when it
was mixed with sugar.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


Explain how the cockroaches evolved to survive the pest control that was used in the 1980s.
[6 QWC]


END OF PAPER


6
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Question 
Number 


FT HT Mark Answer 


10 6 


QWC 


Indicative content: 


 The gene for sugar attraction was mutated.


 This led to variation – some populations/ individuals/ cockroaches}  were not attracted to sugar.


 Those not attracted to sugar did not eat the poison so survived/ selective advantage/ natural selection


 these then reproduce


 And passed on the advantageous gene.


No upper or middle band for those who describe{ resistance/ immunity} to insecticide. 


5-6 marks 
The candidate constructs an articulate, integrated account correctly linking relevant points, such as those in the indicative 
content, which shows sequential reasoning. The answer fully addresses the question with no irrelevant inclusions or 
significant omissions. The candidate uses appropriate scientific terminology and accurate spelling, punctuation and 
grammar. 


3-4 marks 
The candidate constructs an account correctly linking some relevant points, such as those in the indicative content, 
showing some reasoning. The answer addresses the question with some omissions. The candidate uses mainly 
appropriate scientific terminology and some accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


1-2 marks 
The candidate makes some relevant points, such as those in the indicative content, showing limited reasoning. The 
answer addresses the question with significant omissions. The candidate uses limited scientific terminology and 
inaccuracies in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


0 marks 
The candidate does not make any attempt or give a relevant answer worthy of credit. 


Total Mark 7 


GCSE Science - Biology B1 MS Summer 2016/JF/GH 
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7. Bananas that are cultivated commercially do not produce gametes. They are all grown as clones


by asexual reproduction.


 (a) What is meant by the term clone? [1]


(b) Explain why populations of cloned bananas grown without the use of pesticides have very 
little chance of surviving outbreaks of diseases caused by fungi. [2]


(c) In 1963, a fungus infected bananas grown in Costa Rica in Central America and spread 
throughout all of the banana crops there. A pesticide was sprayed on the banana crops to 
kill the fungus. In recent years, more than 70 different pesticides have been sprayed on 
the banana crops in Costa Rica.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


 Caiman (Caiman crocodilus) are similar to alligators and are fourth stage consumers.


 Explain why the excessive use of pesticide sprays has led to the decrease in populations 
of caiman in the rivers of Costa Rica. [4]


7








Sticky Note

Reference to resistance  negated any correct answer given. Answer must refer to genes or alleles. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Answer must refer to more or thick mucus. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Correct calculation. 2 marks







Sticky Note

Reference to harmed from the therapy gains the mark. 1 mark



Sticky Note

Answer required knowledge of lung cells wearing out and being replaced. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Question is about how the normal alleles enter the lungs. 0 marks



Sticky Note

Total = 3 marks
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